We visited the local area to locate different types of shops and houses. We found bungalows, flats, semi-detached houses and we even visited the launderette!

We drew maps of the local area and added symbols to represent houses, roads, green spaces and the railway line.

In Science we investigated how to make a simple circuit and discussed the dangers of electricity.

We’ve enjoyed sketching different rooms in our sketch books in the style of Vincent Van Gogh.
This term we have read lots of different versions of the traditional story 'The Three Little Pigs.'

The children have learnt the story and used this to act out the story using lots of key story telling language.

Year 1 Autumn term

We have been learning how to use finger spaces, capital letters and full stops in our sentences.

We have written our own extended Three Little Pigs stories using a story map.

We have also used adjectives to describe the big, bad wolf!
Year 1
Maths

In maths, we have been learning how to add and subtract numbers up to 20.

We have been using positional language such as left, right and 1st, 2nd and 3rd.

We have been comparing numbers and amounts using more than and fewer than.

We have been counting objects to 10, holding the number in our heads and then counting on to find the total amount.